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HAPPY Chinese NEW YEAR 

Newsletter volume 17th 4th February 2007-  6th March 2007,The Chinese Month of Tiger 

FREE FENG SHUI ITEMS- misterfengshui will give away items such as Chinese 

Paintings, Decorative Ornaments, Figurines every month for newsletter subscribers (up 

to five per month while stock last)-check out our newsletter for winners! This month 

winners are: 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Please forward me your full and accurate address and allow time for delivery!  
 
The first day of year of Boar falls on 4

th
 February but the first day of Chinese New year is 

on the 18
th

 of February. 

    FENG SHUIFENG SHUIFENG SHUIFENG SHUI    
信而不明就是迷信信而不明就是迷信信而不明就是迷信信而不明就是迷信-The Real Master is None Other Than You! 

Master Jiang Dai Hong on (The 5 Songs of Heavenly Feng Shui)-Yin and Yang 

Feng Shui-part 1 

1.統論歌統論歌統論歌統論歌(Overall) 

一元活氣含三象,天清地濁分升降, 

山川土石象中氣,日月星辰氣中象, 

中有人為萬物靈,卓立三才不相讓. 

The power of universe is great and the formation of such has created enormous unseen energies, such 

unseen energies has transformed the interaction of heaven, earth and humankind and resulted a cause 

and effect scenario (yin and yang theory). Heaven comprises of Sun, moon and stars (galaxy), while 

earth has mountain, stone, river and ocean as its components. While the intellectual of human kind has 

let to ‘sky is limit’ potential! 

 

元陽本是天天中來,形從天地產根荄, 

天元降在地元中,猶如男女媾成胉, 

十月嬰孩非父職,三年乳晡母之懷, 

人生本天而親地,敢不端詳妙化裁. 

The knowledge of geography or topography cannot be neglected. The solar energies have an impact on 

the formation of earth structure and as results: the big versus small landscape, high versus tall hills, 

even versus unevenness of surfaces. The absorbent of solar energies by the landforms and the 

interaction within has created various state of minerals and until a contraction state is formed, the 

access of such energies will emerge and run through the rough surface of earth, That is a significant 

formation of earth ‘pressure point’ or dragon point, a point of where the energies emerge and divert 
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through the surface of hills or mountains. This dragon point will absorb the solar, moon and others star’s 

dissemination, transmission and refection of energies. This phenomenon is like a couple conceived and 

gave birth to a newborn baby and the greater contribution is attributed to mother. That is why is termed 

as motherland! 

 

宅相由來不可忘,自亳五遷昔有商,所以聖人重此理,都鎬卜洛意何長,人死骨魄歸於土,還
從地理吸天光,吉成龍鳳家靈奇,凶作虫蟻諸惡殃,後世名賢朱蔡輩,型儀書冊亦煌煌. 

Master Jiang’s emphasis on Yin Feng Shui (ancestor graveyard) is not less than Yang Feng Shui 

(current residential). The placement of the death graveyard will generally influence the living beings. 

Such placement of graveyard if situated at the right dragon point will protect the living being from unkind 

energies to harness a good one and promote a better quality of lifestyles. Like wise if placed in the 

wrong area will resulted a catastrophe for the living beings. 

 

 

奈何迂儒識見偏,諱言求福云達天,世上惜財薄苑著,傳會其說以文慳,直使子孫貧火絕,不
發莫大豈為賢,況復翻棺並覆惇,父母魂魄更堪憐. 

Feng Shui is not superstitious, only those who passed on such knowledge haphazard or mediocre 

master have created confusion and thus distrust towards Feng Shui. Such practice has resulted wrong 

placement of graveyard that generate unkind energies and catastrophe for the living beings. One of the 

filial attributes is to provide a better graveyard for your deceased parents. A better graveyard will prevent 

insects, worms to breed on corpse and coffin. 

 

時人不重父母墳,祇看花門不看根,僧道乳母相應,繼子外孫若嫡親. 

Unwillingness to trust and neglect the Feng Shui aspect by modern society and for not being termed as 

‘superstitious’ has let to unwarranted outcomes. The implication and repercussion has resulted broken 

family members, low or poor living classes and to certain extend monks and nuns. You cannot afford a 

bad Yin Feng Shui. 

 

墓宅吉凶較量看,新墓舊墳也相參,墓宅兩興宜鼎盛,墓宅兩廢絕人煙,宅凶墓吉兒孫慶,墓
凶宅吉眼前歡,祖父新遷沾殺氣,高曾偏應他房利,寒林忽發一枝春,若非新宅必新墳,吉少
凶受福來短,吉多凶少禍來輕,更看屍骸寒興暖,歲久骨枯取效緩,惡山惡水向曾埋,銷盡陰
霾氣方轉,初喪新骨天靈完,葬乘生氣朝榮顯,更遇嫩山於嫩水,一紀之內錦衣還,兼將宅氣
來相輔,卑田院裡出官班. 

The balance of good Yin and Yang Feng Shui is critical to achieve a harmonious state for the living 

beings. Such state will result in better improvement of quality of life as well as health. Such imbalances 

will create otherwise results. The timing of bury is the crucial issue and the most auspicious date is 

required to harness the best possible kind energies. This will ensure the deceased will not absorb the 

unkind and bad energies that might affect the next generation’s well-beings. 

 

莫說生來命數奇,地元一得天星移,此是星人造命訣,二十八宿掌中齊,休認窮通有骨相,螣
蛇化作青龍樣,此是神人化骨方,死骨不灰生骨壯. 

Master Jiang believed that the energies created by heaven and earth is enormous and have a greater 

impact on living beings. The interaction of 28 stars (heaven) in the sky resulted unseen forces that led to 

different impact of living beings. The rotation angles of the stars are enough to affect the magnetic field 

on earth. In the northern windy states, wood and forests are hard to grow. Southern states with solar 

energies will see green forest and woods. This is a daily typical example that we can find. Do 

understand the nature of universe and you will see the logic and rational of it. Based on such kind 

energies created that are funnel through to next generation by proper selection of graveyard. 

 

觀君大地莫誤求,大形大局少根由,縱有千山并萬水,卻與穴氣不相投,一枝一皰山龍真,一
鈎一曲水龍神,豈知吉地方方有,祇在人心眼力尋,貪 

鄙休云結局小,箇中生意滿乾坤. 
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The most beautiful and big graveyard does not guarantee better lifestyles of living beings. A properly 

and yet small selected graveyard will be better off. A good dragon point is where a skilled practitioner to 

identity for the graveyard selection site. A well-connected site with heaven and earth magnetic field is 

like an electric socket where once connected will supply unlimited electricity to you. 

 

LIFE READINGLIFE READINGLIFE READINGLIFE READING    
History oHistory oHistory oHistory of the Four Pillars of Life (Ba Zi)f the Four Pillars of Life (Ba Zi)f the Four Pillars of Life (Ba Zi)f the Four Pillars of Life (Ba Zi)    

The Four Pillars of Life technique (commonly known as Ba Zi) has evolved from practices dating back 

4,000 years. Combining philosophical and scientific approaches, Four Pillars of Life is a code that 

represents the year, month, day and time of birth. 

The earliest observations of ‘5 stars’ and ‘7 major and 4 minor stars’, which are two ancient Chinese 

traditional methods that study and analyze the cosmos and universe, evolved to become what we now 

know as Xu Zhe Ping’s Four Pillars of Life. 

While studying the interactions between Heaven (Tian), Human (Ren), and Earth (Di), a pattern began to 

emerge. This pattern represents the cyclical influence of the energies in the universe blueprinted on us 

during the time of our birth. This information is encrypted in the form of Eight Characters (Ba Zi).  The 

study and practice of Ba Zi allow us to decrypt this code and reveal our opportunities indicated by it. 

In order to perform a Four Pillars reading, the four specific times (year, month, day and time) are 

arranged in four columns or pillars. Each pillar of time is denoted by two words; the first is comprised of 

the ‘Ten Heavenly Stems’, which are the Yin and Yang parts of the five elements: Earth, Fire, Metal, 

Water and Wood; the second word is composed of the ‘Twelve Earthly Branches’, more commonly 

known as the twelve animals of the Chinese Zodiac.   

The Four Pillars of Life technique represents the static chart of our life destiny. The eight characters are 

called 'Ming Kong' or life chart. Our life path or destiny is calculated in what we call the dynamic pillars, 

which represent ten-year periods of our life. These pillars are known as ‘journey of life’ or ‘life path’. If we 

have a good life chart, we need to be supported by the right opportunities in order for its true potential to 

be realized. Conversely, a mediocre life chart can be helped by good sets of ‘luck pillars. 

 

Find out your birth month and figure out which element to avoid Find out your birth month and figure out which element to avoid Find out your birth month and figure out which element to avoid Find out your birth month and figure out which element to avoid 

and which in your favor.and which in your favor.and which in your favor.and which in your favor.    

Birth Month Avoid Favor 

January Water Fire 

February Wood Fire 

March Wood Fire 

April Fire Metal 

May Fire Water 

June Fire Water 

July Fire Water 

August Metal Wood 

September Metal Wood 

October Metal Fire 

November Water Fire 

December Water Fire 
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Find out your favorable element and pick the right 

floor to work or reside!! 

    

Floors 5-Elements 

1, 6,11,16,,21,26,31,36, Water 

2,7,12,17,22,27,32,37 Fire 

3,8,13,18,23,28,33,38 Wood 

4,9,14,19,24,29,34,39 Metal 

5,10,15,20,25,30,35,40 Earth 
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Five Elements in Health Related Issues 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Human Parts & Organs 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Five-elements Normal case Minor case Serious case Terminal case 

 

Fire destruct Metal Cold/Breathing 

congestion 

Pneumonia/stuffy nose Asthmatic/rachitic Lung cancer/pulmonary 

tuberculosis/phthisis 

Earth destruct Water Back pain Gynecopathy-irregular 

period for female 

Metritis/hysteritis/metal 

illness 

Womb 

cancer/tumor/psychopath 

episode 

Metal destruct 

Wood 

Sleepy/lethargic Insomnia/serious 

headache 

Jaundice/icterus/gallstoneLiver cancer 

Water destruct Fire Eyes diseases Heart 

diseases/meningitis 

Serious 

anemia/polio/brain 

fever 

Stroke, heart attract 

Wood destruct Earth Stomach 

pain/gastric 

Enteritis/enterovirus Gastric ulcer Stomach cancer 
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Five Elements represent human organs: 

Elements Organs 

Wood  Liver 

Fire Heart 

Earth Spleen 

Metal Lung 

Water Kidney 

 

Heavenly Stems represent human organs: 

Stems Organs 

Yang Wood Liver 

Yin Wood Gall Bladder 

Yang Fire Small Intestines 

Yin Fire Heart 

Yang Earth Stomach 

Yin Earth Spleen 

Yang Metal Large Intestines 

Yin Metal Lung 

Yang Water Urinary Bladder 

Yin Water Kidney 

Five Elements in a Destructive Cycle 

WOOD 
  

 

          METAL               EARTH 
 

 

FIRE     WATER 
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5-Elements Interactions 

a.) The interactions of wood with the other four elements are: 

1. Wood creates fire 

2. Wood destroys earth 

3. Wood is destroyed by metal 

4. Wood is nurtured by water 

b.) The interactions of fire with the other four elements are: 

1. Fire creates earth 

2. Fire destroys metal 

3. Fire is destroyed by water 

4. Fire is nurtured by wood 

c.) The interactions of earth with the other four elements are: 

1. Earth creates metal 

2. Earth destroys water 

3. Earth is destroyed by wood 

4. Earth is nurtured by fire 

d.) Metal’s interactions with the other four elements are: 

1. Metal creates water 

2. Metal destroys wood 

3. Metal is destroyed by fire 

4. Metal is nurtured by earth 

e.) The interactions of water with the other four elements are: 

1. Water creates wood 

2. Water destroys fire 

3. Water is destroyed by earth 

4. Water is nurtured by metal 

 

Chinese Names Reading 
No one will object to me if I say that the most important thing that closeness to a 
person is his or her names.  A person name being addressed and called upon 
several times a day and that generate an affect a person thinking paradigm and thus 
his or her behavior. A fresh and good sounding name will definitely uplift one 
energy level; psychology might play a part too.   
 
There are Seven Criteria to consider for forming a Chinese name. 
1. Meaning 

i. Essentially is the backbone of a name, the great 5,000 years of Chinese 
Cultures place a great deal of emphasis on meaning of naming a 
person.  

2. Yin and Yang 
i. The odd number represents Yang, even number represents Yin, and 

this is derived from I-Ching, The Book of Changes. 
3. Five Elements 

i. The numbers of strokes ascribed according to Chinese numbers Five 
elements i.e. 1 and 2 are Wood, 3 and 4 are fire, 5 and 6 are Earth, 7 
and 8 belong to Metal and lastly 9 and 0 belong to Water 

4. Number of Strokes 
i. The 81 ling-tong strokes for calculating the good and bad effects for 

names derived from I-Ching, The book of Changes. Accordingly, the 8 
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trigram resulted in (8X8) 63 hexagrams, while number 9 is the 
ultimate number, with (9X9) resulted in 81 strokes. 

5. Four Life Destiny-The chemical reactions resulted from the Surname (last name), 
second and the third name of a Chinese name. 

 
6. Five Configurations-As a result from (5), a combination of different stages of life 

is created. 
 
7. Heaven and Earth Formula 

This formula is based on the month and date of a person.  For example if you 
are born on October 9: 9+10=19 

     =19/5 
     =3.8 
     =4 (the closes) 
 

Stroke(s) Kua/Nature Effect & Meaning 

1 The birth of Heaven and Earth  Auspicious-Longevity and wealth 

2 Unstable Root Bad-causing disturbance and 

insecurity 

3 Stable Root and Proactive Auspicious-The rising phenomena 

4 Crippling Effect Bad-Sick and lacking spiritual 

support 

5 Balancing Yin and Yang Auspicious-Achieving great results, 

good for family and business. 

6 Stabilizing Effect Auspicious-Achieving great results 

that will increase status 

7 Durable and Strong Auspicious for men and bad for 

women  

8 Tough will and mind Auspicious-Go getter 

9 Sliding from pinnacle Bad-should start retrieving 

10 Darkness Bad-Sickness and chaotic 

11 Green on Spring Auspicious-regaining momentum 

12 Fragile mind and body Bad-lonely and unhealthily 

13 Genius mind Auspicious-Gifted and talented 

14 Lone Ranger Bad-Lonely and fragile 

15 Gentle and Polite Auspicious-Respectable results 

16 Supports Auspicious-Leaderships Role 
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17 Barrier Breaking Auspicious-Authoritative  

18 Determination Auspicious-Go getter 

19 Black Cloud Hovering Bad-Barriers everywhere 

20 Breakage Scenario Bad-Often fall from pinnacle 

21 Light Guidance Auspicious-Angel support 

22 Autumn Green meets Winter Bad-Losing Grid 

23 Sun Rising From East Auspicious-Turn for better 

24 Innovative and Harmonious Auspicious-Gifted with ideas 

25 Smart and Attentive Auspicious-Good with oral skill 

26 Constant Change Bad-Volatile in nature 

27 Changing For New Neither Auspicious or Bad 

28 Fish on Dry Pond Bad-Struggling to survive 

29 Dragon Meeting Cloud Auspicious-Good for businessmen 

30 Rebounding Effect Neither Auspicious or Bad 

31 Wisdom and Discipline Auspicious-Realistic goals are 

attainable. 

32 Dragon in Pond Auspicious-Await right opportunity 

33 Fame and Fortune Auspicious for men and bad for 

women 

34 Thunder storm Worst of all-unstoppable problems 

35 Peace and Warm Auspicious-Ideal for Women 

36 Untouchable Treasures Bad-Standing still 

37 Power and authority Auspicious-Good for business 

38 Fame without Fortune Bad-Good for acting 

39 Sun Shining Auspicious-Hard work will be 

rewarded handsomely 

40 Conservative Required Neither Auspicious or bad 

41 Respectable Figure Auspicious-Bright Future ahead 

42 Lacking Concentration Bad-Lack of loyalty 

43 Instantaneous Glory Bad-Short term gratification 

44 Unhappy Bad-Impatient 
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45 New Beginning Auspicious-Opportunities ahead 

46 Turbulence Bad-a bad precedent 

47 Harvesting Period Auspicious-Support from Angel 

48 Fame and Fortune Auspicious-A new life 

49 Tug of War Neither Auspicious or Bad 

50 Failure and Success Neither Auspicious or Bad 

51 Good meets Bad Neither Auspicious or Bad 

52 Lights and Easy Auspicious-Sunny day  

53 Bitterness Bad-unhappy deep inside 

54 Unattainable Outcome Bad-Wasting effort and energy 

55 Troubled Inside Neither Auspicious or Bad 

56 Rushing Effect Bad-Bad ending 

57 Pine Tree in Winter Auspicious-Awaits the right time 

58 Tiring Journey Neither Auspicious or Bad 

59 Indecisive Bad-Losing out opportunities 

60 Darkness Bad-Unclear direction 

61 Rich and Famous Auspicious-Sustaining  

62 Shaky Foundations Bad-Self inflicted tragedy 

63 Glory  Auspicious-Loyalty is the key 

64 Unappreciative  Bad-Ineffective means 

65 Favorable Flow of Energy Auspicious-Effective and efficient 

means 

66 Split Personality Bad-Losing credibility 

67 Prosperity Auspicious-Ideal fro businessmen 

68 Proper Plan Auspicious-Nicely executed plan 

69 Shaky Journey Bad-Self inflicted tragedy 

70 Diminishing Effect Bad-Result of over-confident 

71 Lacking Courage Bad-Deviate from focal point 

72 Unfavorable destination Bad-Stray away from destination 

73 Hanging on Auspicious-proper execution 

required 
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74 Stuck in crossroad Bad-Lack of proper plan and tool 

75 Conservative Required Bad-Rushing will fail the course 

76 Failure and ailment Bad-Unforeseeable future 

77 Unsustainable Wealth Bad-Especially for business 

78 Fame without Fortune Bad-Unrewarding journey 

79 Inability to rebound Bad-Too proud to admit mistake 

80 Buried Fortune Bad-Losing momentum 

81 Ultimate Auspicious-Euphoria state 

"I've missed more than 9000 shots in my career. I've lost almost 300 games. 26 

times, I've been trusted to take the game winning shot and missed. I've failed 

over and over and over again in my life. And that is why I succeed." 

 

--Michael Jordan 

☯
  

 

More on Yin and Yang-back to basic 

Yin and Yang is the basis for everything and it is the foundation of Chinese 

metaphysic. The Eternal (Wu Chi) transformed to Yin and Yang (Tai Chi) and from 

Yin and Yang evolved to 5 elements and so on. 

太極無形 先天地生 氣神合並 混一鴻濛 一氣既動 動而履陽 其卦應乾 動極復

靜 靜而生陰 其卦應坤 靜極復動 一動一的一靜 互為其根. 

陰陽之理 孤陰不生 獨陽不長 清者為陽 濁者為陰 呼者為陽 吸者為陰 升者為

陽 降者為陰 上者為陽 下者為陰 左者為陽 右者為陰 肝木為陽 肺金為陰 人

身有形 不離陰陽  即陰留陽 復命歸根 見性明心. 

    

Please write to info@misterfengshui.com  

Your letters and comments are always welcomed! 

-Kerby Kuek 


